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Grade Boundaries
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Level 1
Pass
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Mark

0

18

Level 2
Pass

Merit

Distinction

25

32

40

Introduction
The unit is well established as it has been assessed seven times. Many of the learners
who sat the paper showed knowledge of the principles of promoting positive behaviour
and were able to make links to relevant theories.
The paper had 18 questions. Each question was based on different areas of the
specification to enable full coverage. Learners were required to demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of a range of specification topics and apply this
knowledge to the specific questions. The intention was to offer as broad a coverage
as possible for all areas of the unit content. Questions had varying weightings
attached to them, with 1 and 2 mark questions for the lower demand questions, 4
marks where an explanation or justification was required, and 8 marks for
questions where an extended response was required, such as a discussion.
Each of the extended response questions were marked using a ‘levels based’
approach to assessment. The overall quality of the response was considered with
the explanations and links to theories being the focus. The use of vocational
language and appropriate terminology within each response was also considered.

Introduction to the Overall Performance of
the Unit
Learner performance was generally consistent across the paper, with some
questions proving more challenging than others. Overall, there was evidence of
learners having been taught well, across the coverage of the specification.
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It is extremely important that learners are given the opportunity to practice
responding to shorter and/or lower demand questions as well as extended
question writing. There were several occasions where learners had written
extremely lengthy and detailed responses to a 2-mark question and the marks were
within the first sentence. It is possible to give a comprehensive and correct answer
in only one line as it is in an entire paragraph. It would be beneficial for the centre
to spend time on the command verbs so that the learners can respond to each
question in the depth that is required. Learners need to utilise their time efficiently
and save their extended responses for the questions with a higher eight -mark
weighting. For these responses, it is also important to link the theories to the
practice.

Although it may seem like an obvious comment, it is extremely important that
learners read the questions carefully and identify what is being asked of them.
Some learners, for example, did not focus on the role of the adults when this was
being asked for in the question.
The learners understood the use of rewards within an early year’s environment and
gave various examples of Skinners theory. Many learners gave good examples of how
the changes in home circumstances could affect the child’s emotions.
It was evident that some learners were not able to develop their answers to show
understanding, application and explanation.
The paper is focused on developing positive behaviour and learners focused on
sanctions and negatives where this was not asked for. The learners should be
encouraged to use the correct terminology throughout the paper which is suitable for a
person that may progress onto working with children.

Individual Questions
The following section considers most questions on the paper, providing examples
of learner responses and a brief commentary of why the responses gained the
marks they did. This section should be considered with the question paper and
corresponding mark scheme.
MCQ questions 1-5
These questions are taken directly from the specification and therefore it is
important that the learners know the whole of the specification in order to give the
correct response.
Most of the questions were answered well apart from Question 3 since the correct
answer was (D) as this was the only response which is “attention seeking behaviour”
from the specification.
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Question 6
This question was answered well with most responses including “frustrated”. The
response needed to be identified with a behaviour, as this was directed in the
question.
This response gained the 1 mark
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Question 7
Many of the learners knew Maslow’s theory. The Five Stage theory, Hierarchy of
needs and Hierarchy were accepted. Other responses were not awarded, since in
the specification these are the ones that are identified.
Question 7b
The responses for this question included examples of having exercise or there was
a lack of exercise, and therefore both types of responses were accepted. Some of
the learners gave a response that included one example of each.
The example has given one example of having exercise – “make them tired” and
one example of not having exercise “lack of concentration” and therefore 2 marks
were awarded.

Question 8
The question focused on emotional factors that may affect children’s behaviour,
and many learners did focus on the emotional factors, and gave examples of
“moving home” “changing schools” or the “break up of a family unit” and also
focused on the changes in circumstances that can affect the child emotionally.
The example shows two clear indicators given of emotional factors that may affect
children’s behaviour, and the response was awarded 2 marks.

Question 9
This question was not answered well. The learners could have given the advantages
of having a positive behaviour policy, but the link to an explanation was omitted
and this reduced the marks that were awarded. The question demanded an
“explanation” and the learners gave responses which were more in line with a
command verb of “Give.”
This example was a good example as the learner was able to
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extend their answers and gave examples of why the behaviour policy is important.
The response gained 4 marks.

The following example gave a response that linked to role modelling rather than the
advantages of the policy and therefore 0 marks were awarded.

Question 10
Some of the learners did not understand the terminology of “unrealistic
expectations” in this question, to enable them to give appropriate responses.
Two marks were awarded in this example for the first response. One mark was
given for “frustrated” and a further mark awarded for “confused.” There were no
further marks awarded as this was a 2 mark question and the learner had gained 2
marks in response 1.
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Question 11
The learners answered this well and gave examples of “children being at risk”.
The example was given 1 mark for “putting themselves or others at risk” and 1 mark
for “If unwanted behaviour continues after being spoken to.” These responses
clarify why sanctions would be used and be appropriate. Some of the examples
given did not always warrant a sanction and the learners need to understand that
sanctions are only given, when other methods like “distraction” have not worked.

Question 12
It was clear that the learners knew Skinner’s theory and many of the learners will
have gained at least 2 marks for this question. However, this was a question where
the learners knew “praise” and “rewards” but they did not always extend the
question to include why these are given within the settings. Some of the learners
could give one extension “to repeat wanted behaviour,” but found difficulty in
finding an alternative response.
In the example 2, marks were awarded for “Praise the children when they show
positive behaviour – so they keep doing this” and 2 marks were awarded for
“Reward so the children feel good about themselves” which improves self- esteem
from the mark scheme.
4 marks were awarded
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The following response gave” Rewards” within both responses and therefore marks
were only able to be awarded for response 1.

It would be beneficial to the learners if they could be informed that they must give
different responses if they are asked for two reasons within the question.
Question 13
This question was well received and the learners listed various ways in which the
key worker could promote positive behaviour.
This question was “State” and therefore did not require detail. It is important that
the learners know the command verbs so that they understand the detail expected
for each answer.
This response was awarded the two marks.
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Question 14

The eight-mark questions are still not being responded very well. The learners
either concentrated on one theme or gave a few examples with explanation. Many
did not relate their answers to theories which was expected for the eight-mark
questions.

This example gained 6 marks
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This learner related their responses to the setting and included examples of
positive reinforcement as the question related to “having an enjoyable time.”
Skinners theory has been used with an explanation. They have included the
consistency between home and school and they have expanded on why this was
important. Boundaries and Expectations have been given by involving the children
to set the rules. If the learners had related and stated additional theories with
further application this would have taken this answer into Mark Band 3.
Many of the students included responses with sanctions and negative behaviour
which did not relate to the question as it should have related to having “an
enjoyable time.”
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Question 15
The question related to how practitioners can use Bandura’s theory to improve
behaviour was not responded well. Many of the responses related to unwanted
behaviour and giving sanctions, when the question related to improving Jim’s
behaviour. When the sanctions were given as a response there were still
inappropriate sanctions being used with the naughty step or chair. It was noted that
there had been a reduction in these responses for this paper, and the centre’s
should be applauded for the work they have done with learners on this response.
Some learners gave responses to praise and rewards but these were not always
developed.

The example gained the 4 marks

The learner has included role modelling, observing, imitating and copying and a
development has been included with examples to show understanding. The detail is
an explanation which was asked in the question.

Question 16
Since this required little expansion as the command verb was “Give” the responses
were disappointing. This was mainly due to the learners not focusing on the “way
adults in an early years setting can encourage children to follow the behaviour
rules.” It should have included the adult role leading the children to resolve the
conflict. Some of the learners could have given one appropriate response, but few
extended this to a correct alternative response.
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The example gained 4 marks.

The learner has explained boundaries and sanctions - through a discussion, in the
mark scheme. They have also identified sharing and communicating with each
other and either of these would be appropriate.

This response gave an example of practice that is not appropriate “Time Out” and
therefore not acceptable and it does not support children to resolve conflicts, as
required by the question.
Question 17
This question went well and most learners gave good examples of how children can
be encouraged to follow the behaviour rules. The responses included getting the
children involved in making the rules, displaying the rules, and discussing the rules.
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2 marks were awarded for the second response as the learner had included
discussing the behaviour rules and making behaviour rules which is
encouraging/allowing children to develop their own rules in the mark scheme.
Question 18
This question did not go well. The question required learners to “Discuss how the
childminder can encourage Jasmines positive behaviour.” Many of the learners
focused on the aggressive behaviour and were giving sanctions rather than
promoting positive behaviour. This was very similar to Q15 where some of the
responses linked to dealing with aggressive behaviour, rather than encouraging
positive behaviour. Some responses did not link to the age of two or the setting.
There were few learners that gave explanations of why the examples given were
appropriate strategies to encourage positive behaviour.
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This response was awarded 6 marks.
They had included distractions, stimulating activities, choosing activities, the child’s
physical needs being met and they discussed the consequences if these were not
met. They also included consistency, a bond, and trust between the childminder
and Jasmine, Jasmine feeling safe and secure and some of the responses related to
Maslow. Further development of some of the responses and further links to the
theories would have taken this into Mark Band 3.
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Summary
Based on the performance of this paper learners should:








Learn the expectations of the command verbs.
Read the requirements of the question
Do not go into sanctions unless the question asks for it
Give responses that are considered “good practice”
For the 4 and 8-mark question give explanations.
For the eight-mark questions relate to theories
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